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Abstract
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Recent parallel programming frameworks such as OpenCL and OpenMP allow

us to enjoy the parallelization freedom for real-time tasks. The parallelization

freedom creates the time vs. density tradeoff problem in fluid scheduling, i.e.,

more parallelization reduces thread execution times but increases the density.

By system-widely exercising this tradeoff, this dissertation proposes a parameter

tuning of real-time tasks aiming at maximizing the schedulability of multicore

fluid scheduling. The experimental study by both simulation and actual imple-

mentation shows that the proposed approach well balances the time and the

density, and results in up to 80% improvement of the schedulability.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation and Objective

The advent of parallel programming, such as OpenCL [43] and OpenMP [20],

allows us to parallelize a real-time task in many different ways, which we call

parallelization freedom. As an example, Fig. 1.1 shows the execution times of

threads according to the number of threads that the program is parallelized

into. The key observation in this example is that the execution time of each

thread is reduced when the number of parallel threads is increased while the

sum of the execution times of threads is increased due to the parallelization

overhead. In other words, more parallelization reduces the finish time of the

program but, as the tradeoff, requires more total computation amount, and

vice versa.

Due to this parallelization freedom, we can take a tradeoff between “time”

and “density”. That is, if we parallelize a task into a larger number of threads,

the “time” for executing each thread becomes shorter. However, due to the

parallelization overhead, the total computation amount of the task, i.e., the

sum of thread execution times, becomes larger, which in turn makes the task’s

“density” larger, where the task density is defined as the task’s total compu-

tation amount divided by its deadline.
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Figure 1.1 Measured thread execution times for an edge-detection program

Regarding this time vs. density tradeoff, there exist the “time bound” and

the “density bound”.

• Time bound: We have to parallelize a task into a large enough number

of threads such that each thread execution time becomes shorter than

the given deadline. Otherwise, the deadline cannot be met in any way

since each parallelized thread should be sequentially executed. Thus,

the given deadline can be considered as an upper bound for the thread

execution time.

• Density bound: A well known theory says that the ideal fluid schedul-

ing [7] or its practical variations [16, 25, 38, 47, 60] can schedule all the

threads of all the tasks before their deadlines if the system density, i.e.,

- 2 -



the sum of task densities, is smaller than or equal to the number of cores

at any time. Thus, the number of cores can be considered as an upper

bound below which the system density must be kept at all the times.

This dissertation tries to system-widely enjoy this tradeoff to maximize

the schedulability of the multicore fluid scheduling [7, 16, 25, 38, 47, 60] with

multi-segment tasks. For this, the proposed approach is to minimize the peak

system density under the time bound constraints by tuning four parameters

of every task: (1) artificial period, (2) artificial deadline, (3) offset, and (4)

parallelization.

1.2 Approach

Since optimally determining these four parameters of all the tasks is a pretty

complex combinatorial problem, this dissertation takes a four-step approach.

First, an optimal tradeoff of time and density for each individual single segment

task is proposed. In this step, the artificial deadline and parallelization of a

task are optimally determined 1.

Secondly, for a group of single segment tasks with the same period, an

optimal parameter tuning for minimizing the peak density of the group is

proposed. This step proposes how to decide task offset, artificial deadline, and

parallelization when given group of tasks have same period.

Thirdly, by repeatedly using these optimal per-task and per-group tradeoff

1Since this step only considers each task independently, the artificial period and offset
are not determined.
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methods, this step proposes a near optimal algorithm for the entire task set to

determine the parameters of all the tasks such that the peak system density

can be reduced as much as possible.

Finally, extension from the system-wide tradeoff between time and density

for single segment tasks to a system-wide tradeoff between time and density for

multi-segment tasks is introduced. Based on the system-wide time vs. density

tradeoff for single segment tasks, this step proposes how to extend to the

multi-segment tasks and shows its appropriateness.

1.3 Organization

The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows:

• Chapter 2 surveys related work which includes the real-time workload

model, real-time multicore scheduling, and parallel computing frame-

work.

• Chapter 3 proposes system-wide time vs. density tradeoff of single seg-

ment task. This chapter introduces system model, per-task optimiza-

tion (first step in Section 1.2), group optimization (second step in Sec-

tion 1.2), and heuristic algorithm for system-wide time vs. density trade-

off (third step in Section 1.2).

• Chapter 4 extends single segment task model in Chapter 3 to multi-

segment task model (fourth step in Section 1.2).

- 4 -



• Chapter 5 finally concludes this dissertation and discusses the limitation

and the future work.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

2.1 Real-Time Scheduling

2.1.1 Workload Model

There have been numerous researches on real-time multicore scheduling since

Dhall and Liu first addressed it in 1978 [21]. [7] first presents an optimal al-

gorithm for scheduling periodic sequential tasks on multicore resources. The

algorithm is theoretically optimal, in terms of the competitiveness in schedu-

lability, but it is impractical due to its heavy scheduling, preemption, and

migration overheads. Thereafter, many researchers propose optimal multicore

scheduling algorithms for sequential tasks with less overheads [16,60].

Along with the advancement in parallel programming, the workload model

has been extended from sequential to parallel models. [4] and [33] present

scheduling algorithms for “multi-thread task model” where each task is par-

allelized into a fixed number of threads from the beginning to the end of its

execution. Then, [37], [24] and [35] present scheduling algorithms for “fork-join

task model” where each task consists of alternating single-thread segments and

multi-thread segments, that is, a single-thread forks into multi-threads in the

next segment and then they join into a single-thread and so on. [57], [46]

- 6 -



and [18] generalize this model into “multi-segment task model” where each

task consists of a sequence of segments with arbitrary (but fixed) number of

threads for each segment. [46] and [56] address the most general task model

called “DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph) task model” where each task is mod-

eled as a DAG and the vertexes can be executed simultaneously on multiple

CPU cores as long as the precedence constraints among vertexes are satisfied.

Most work on the multi-segment task model and the DAG task model, for

example, [46,56,57], address the problem by assigning intermediate deadlines

to segments or vertexes. In contrast, [18] addresses the problem by applying

global EDF scheduling without assigning intermediate deadlines.

In all of the aforementioned work for the parallel tasks, it is assumed that

the parallelization is pre-fixed, that is, a pre-fixed number of threads for each

task in the multi-thread task model, for each segment in the multi-segment

task model, and for each vertex in the DAG task model. Unlike this assump-

tion, [52] addresses the case where each vertex in a DAG task has the freedom

of parallelization. However, the model in [52] is not practical since the time

needed for completing a vertex is simply modeled as the total computation

amount divided by the number of threads assuming zero parallelization over-

head.

2.1.2 Scheduling on Multicore Systems

Real-time multicore scheduling can be largely classified into partitioned schedul-

ing approaches [5, 6, 15, 24, 41, 58] and global scheduling approaches [7, 8, 16,
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18, 25, 33, 36–38, 46, 47, 56, 57, 60–62]. The global scheduling approaches can

be further classified as the ones based on global EDF [8, 18, 33, 37, 56, 57, 61]

and those based on the fluid scheduling model [4,7,16,25,36,38,46,47,60,62].

P-Fair [7] is the first fluid scheduling algorithm and is known to be optimal

for scheduling periodic sequential tasks on multicore resources. The algorithm

is theoretically optimal in terms of the competitiveness in schedulability, but

it is impractical due to its heavy scheduling, preemption, and migration over-

heads. Thereafter, many researchers propose more practical fluid scheduling

algorithms such as PD2 [60], LLREF [16], LRE-TL [25], DP-Fair [38], and U-

EDF [47] with less overheads but still keeping the optimality. The method we

propose in this paper can work with any of those fluid scheduling algorithms.

Along with such enhancements of fluid scheduling, the task model also

has been extended from sequential to parallel models, “multi-thread task

model” [4], “multi-segment task model” [46] and “DAG (Directed Acyclic

Graph) task model” [46]. However, all of these researches assume that the

parallelization is pre-fixed without enjoying the parallelization freedom, which

is possible in modern parallel programming frameworks such as OpenCL and

OpenMP.

Recently, [36] addresses the problem of optimally enjoying the paralleliza-

tion freedom for the multi-segment task model. It optimally determines the

parallelization option for the given deadline of each task such that the task

density is minimized. The density of each task is simply added to obtain the

peak system density assuming that all the tasks become active at the same

- 8 -



time in the worst case. Thus, it can be understood as conducting the time vs.

density tradeoff for each task separately without the system-wide tradeoff by

jointly considering all the tasks together.

2.1.3 Period Control

There have been several studies [23,27,42,44,45,59] about interesting proper-

ties of harmonic tasks. In [27], it is shown that assigning artificial harmonic pe-

riod smaller than original period improves schedulability for Rate-Monotonic

(RM) scheduling policy. The algorithms proposed in [27] are applied for radar

systems in [59] and for the multicore system in [23].

The studies in [44, 45] propose how to construct harmonic period when

the periods of tasks are given as an acceptable period ranges. In these works,

a period range is represented as an interval. By multiplying this interval by

integers, the system constructs set of intervals for each task. For the entire

tasks, if set of intervals are overlapped, then this overlapped intervals are used

as period of each task.

On the other hands, [9–11] propose elastic scheduling which has varying

task period. Whenever the total system utilization exceeds one, the period of

each task is changed within given range to decrease total system utilization

by acting as a linear spring system.

- 9 -



2.1.4 Real-Time Operating System

As one of the first widely used real-time operating system, QNX [28] is a com-

mercial Unix-like real-time operating system. With advent of IEEE 1003.1b [1],

QNX became popular. Currently it is used in vehicle systems and mobile

phones. Another popular commercial real-time operating system is VxWorks [67].

It is used in avionic systems and Mars Rover project.

Real-Time Application Interface (RTAI) [55] is a community project de-

veloping a real-time extension for the Linux kernel. By patching the Linux

kernel, RTAI provides interfaces that real-time application can use. It sup-

ports three types of scheduler which are uni-processor scheduler, symmetric

multi-processor scheduler, and multi-uni-processor scheduler.

LITMUSRT [14] is another real-time extension for the Linux kernel, which

focuses on real-time scheduling and synchronization on multicore system. It

supports useful features for real-time system research by providing various

kinds of scheduler as a plugin module. Currently it provides partitioned EDF,

global EDF, clustered EDF, partitioned fixed-priority, partitioned reservation-

based scheduling, and PD2.

2.2 Parallel Computing

2.2.1 Parallel Computing Framework

Open Multi Processing (OpenMP) is one of a parallel computing standard

whose first version [49] is published in 1997. In OpenMP programming model,

- 10 -



a programmer should explicitly specify parallelism of a code block using ad-

ditional directives. With this directives, OpenMP automatically parallelizes

the code block into multiple threads. More specifically, a master thread forks

multiple threads at the beginning of a parallel code block and waits finish

of all threads at the end of the code block. Until version 3.0 [50] released

in 2008, OpenMP only supports parallel programming on multiple processors

which share the memory. That means it does not support accelerator such as

GPGPU which uses separate memory. From version 4.0 [51] released in 2013,

directives supporting GPU are added to OpenMP but it still has limitation

that it does not support general GPUs.

Before release of OpenMP 4.0, in order to support parallel computing on

accelerators, Open Accelerators (OpenACC) [66] was released in 2011. As like

OpenMP, OpenACC also directive-based framework, but OpenACC targets

for collaborative computing with host processor and accelerators. By limiting

the sort of directive operators, OpenACC has more scalability compared to

OpenMP, but it has limitation on the kind of supported program.

Another effort to support parallel programming is Open Computing Lan-

guage (OpenCL) [65]. The OpenCL is a parallel computing framework for het-

erogeneous platforms such as CPUs, GPUs, FPGAs, and other accelerators.

OpenCL program called “kernel” is written with C-like language (OpenCL

C). Regarding to the platform a kernel code to be run, OpenCL compiles the

kernel code to the binary which can be executed on the platform at either

run-time or compile time. This gives great benefit that one kernel code can

- 11 -



be used for multiple heterogeneous platforms. The OpenCL application uses

OpenCL APIs to configure target platforms, prepare kernel codes, and send

command to run the kernel code on specific platform.

Since OpenCL is a specification of APIs, its implementations for specific

platforms are needed. CPU and GPU vendors such as Intel [29], AMD [3],

NVIDIA [48] provide OpenCL implementations for their CPU and GPU prod-

ucts. For academic use, SnuCL [34] and pocl [31] are developed for heteroge-

neous CPU/GPU clusters. In this dissertation, pocl is modified to support

real-time OpenCL applications.

2.2.2 Shared Resource Management

In multicore systems, the memory subsystems such as shared cache, memory

controller, and prefetching hardware are regarded as shared resources since

multiple cores can access those shared resources at the same time. Thus dur-

ing access to the shared resources, a core can be interfered by other cores

which also access same resource. In Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) sys-

tem, the interference cannot be bounded, which means it causes degradation

of entire system throughput and aggravating unfairness of each core. Espe-

cially in real-time systems, the system can be fail due to this unexpected and

unpredictable interference. In order to overcome this problem, there has been

many researches for the shared resource management in multicore system.

One effort is reserving the portion of resource for each core, which called

resource reservation technique. Resource reservation techniques [2, 12, 13, 40,
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54,70,71] have been widely studied especially in real-time community. The pro-

posed methods in [12,13,40] can be applied to CPU, but they have limitations

that it is not possible to apply to memory subsystem. In order to overcome

this problem, [70, 71] propose MemGuard which reserves DRAM bandwidth

for each core in COTS multicore system. MemGuard counts the number of

cache misses of each core to identify the number of DRAM accesses of each

core. If the number of DRAM accesses of one core exceeds threshold during

specific time window, scheduler immediately evacuating the tasks in the ready

queue to guarantee DRAM bandwidth of other cores.

Another effort is isolating shared resource proposed in [17, 19, 22, 26, 30,

32, 39, 53, 63, 64, 68, 69, 72]. For the shared cache, there have been simulation

studies [26, 30, 53, 63] for partitioning the cache to prevent the interference

from other accesses. The studies in [17, 19, 39, 64] adopt page coloring which

partitions cache by allocating corresponding physical page. For the DRAM

memory, [22,32,68,69] proposed DRAM bank partitioning. Since DRAM bank

itself has local cache called row buffer, interference from other access causes

unexpected row miss. Thus, allocating partitioned bank isolates the perfor-

mance of DRAM memory.

- 13 -



Chapter 3

System-wide Time vs. Density Tradeoff with

Parallelizable Periodic Single Segment Tasks

3.1 Introduction

As described in Chapter 1, this chapter addresses the problem of system-wide

time vs. density tradeoff for single segment tasks by controlling four param-

eters, i.e., artificial deadline, artificial period, offset, and parallelization. For

this, Section 3.2 introduces the problem description. Section 3.3 gives intuitive

examples how system-wide time vs. density tradeoff works by controlling the

four parameters. Section 1.2 describes the proposed approaches in this chap-

ter, i.e., per-task optimization, group optimization, and heuristic algorithm.

Finally Section 3.5 shows experimental results of both simulation and actual

implementation.

3.2 Problem Description

We consider a system with M homogeneous CPU cores and N parallelizable

periodic tasks. A parallelizable periodic task is defined as τi = (Pi, Di, Ci(Oi))

as shown in Fig. 3.1, where Pi is the period and Di is the relative deadline.

Also, Oi is the parallelization option indicating that the task τi is parallelized

- 14 -



into Oi threads. Oi ranges from 1 to Omax meaning that we have options

of parallelizing the task τi into single thread, i.e., Oi = 1, two threads, i.e.,

Oi = 2, and up to Omax threads, i.e., Oi = Omax as shown in the table

of Fig. 3.1 (Fig. 3.1 shows an example case where the parallelization option

Oi = 2 is chosen). Also, we use ek
i (Oi) (1 ≤ k ≤ Oi) to denote the execution

time of the k-th thread with the parallelization option of Oi and Ci(Oi) to

denote the total computation amount or simply “computation amount” of all

Oi threads, i.e., Ci(Oi) =
∑Oi

k=1 ek
i (Oi). Out of the Oi thread execution times,

the largest one is denoted by emax
i (Oi) = max

1≤k≤Oi

ek
i (Oi). In general, a larger

parallelization option O′(> O) makes the thread execution time smaller, i.e.,

emax
i (O′) < emax

i (O) but makes the computation amount larger, i.e., Ci(O
′) >

Ci(O), due to the parallelization overhead 1.

Note that we use this simple task model with a single segment just for

the simplicity of explanation. Our approach also works for the multi-segment

task model where each task consists of multiple segments with parallelization

freedom, which will be explained in Chapter 4.

For scheduling these N parallelizable periodic tasks on M homogeneous

CPU cores, we assume the ideal fluid scheduling algorithm, e.g., P-Fair [7] or

its practical variations, e.g., PD2 [60], LLREF [16], LRE-TL [25], DP-Fair [38]

and U-EDF [47] that reduce the number of preemptions and migrations while

still keeping the optimality. Just like other researches on fluid scheduling [36,

1If there is a larger parallelization option that increases both thread execution times and
the computation amount, that option does not help the schedulability in any way. Thus, we
can simply exclude that option in our consideration.
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Figure 3.1 Parallelizable periodic task model

46], we assume that the thread executions on CPU cores can be preempted

at any time and the cost for preemption and migration is negligible. Also,

we assume memory and bandwidth partitioning such as PALLOC [69] and

MemGuard [70] to avoid inter-core interferences. Under these assumptions,

the given task set is schedulable if the following two conditions are met:

• Time bound condition: Each thread execution time of every task

should be smaller than or equal to the given deadline, i.e, time bound.

Otherwise, the given deadline cannot be met in any way since a thread

should be executed sequentially. Fig. 3.2(a) shows an example task with

period 15, deadline 10, and the single thread execution time 12. Since

the thread should be sequentially executed even on two cores, there is
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no way to finish the thread before the given deadline 10.

• Density bound condition: In the fluid scheduling [7], a thread is de-

fined to be active from its release time to its absolute deadline. Also, the

density of an active thread is defined as its execution time divided by

its relative deadline, i.e., the absolute deadline minus the release time.

Thus, the system density at a time is defined as the sum of densities of

threads which are active at that time. With these definitions, the sys-

tem density at all the times should be lower than or equal to the number

of cores, i.e., density bound [7]. Otherwise, some threads cannot meet

their deadlines by the fluid scheduling. Fig. 3.2(b) shows the same ex-

ample task as in Fig. 3.2(a) except that the task is parallelized into four

threads whose execution times are 5, 5, 6, and 6, respectively. In this

case, the system density from the task release time to the task deadline

is 22/10 = 2.2, which is larger than the density bound 2. This means

that the computation demand per unit time is 2.2 which is greater than

the computation supply 2 by the two cores per unit time. Thus, even

the optimal scheduling like the fluid scheduling cannot finish all the four

threads before the deadline 10.

For satisfying these time bound and density bound conditions, the paral-

lelization freedom of all the tasks should be carefully exercised. A larger par-

allelization option Oi for a task τi makes each thread execution time shorter.

Thus, it is favorable to the time bound condition. However, it makes the total
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Figure 3.2 Example task with period 15 and deadline 10
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computation amount Ci(Oi) larger due to the parallelization overhead and

hence the system density larger. Thus, it is unfavorable to the density bound.

We call this a time vs. density tradeoff caused by the parallelization freedom.

The problem we tackle in this paper is how to system-widely exercise this

tradeoff to maximize the schedulability. For this, we have four controllable pa-

rameters, i.e., the task offset Φi—the first job’s release time, the parallelization

option Oi, the artificial deadline di(≤ Di), and the artificial period pi(≤ Pi)

for every tasks τi(1 ≤ i ≤ N) 2. For a task τi, if we use the offset Φi, the

parallelization option Oi, the artificial deadline di, and the artificial period pi,

its density function along time t is formulated as follows:

δi((Φi, Oi, di, pi), t) =



















Ci(Oi)/di (t − Φi) mod pi ≤ di

0 (t − Φi) mod pi > di

meaning that the task density is Ci(Oi)/di =
∑Oi

k=1 ek
i (Oi)/di while the task is

active and zero otherwise. The density function δi((Φi, Oi, di, pi), t) is depicted

as the time-density curve in Fig. 3.3 for an example task τi whose parameters

are tuned as Φi = 5, Oi = 2, di = 5, and pi = 10. The task τi’s active density,

i.e., Ci(Oi)/di, is simply called τi’s density and denoted by δi(Oi, di).

With this density function of each task τi, our system-wide time vs. density

tradeoff problem can be formulated as the following problem of minimizing

2We are targeting control tasks whose performances improve as increasing their sampling
and actuation frequencies. Thus, an artificial period pi (≤ Pi) does not violate the control
performance requirement provided by the original period Pi.
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pi

diΦi

(a) τi with Φi = 5, Oi = 2, di = 5, and pi = 10

replacemen

t

δi

0

1.0
1.6
2.0

5 10 15 20

(b) τi’s time-density curve

Figure 3.3 Time-density curve example of δi((5, 2, 5, 10), t)

the peak of the system density, i.e., the sum of all N task density functions,

within the hyper period HP while satisfying the time bound condition for

each thread:

minimize max
0≤t<HP

N
∑

i=1

δi((Φi, Oi, di, pi), t)

subject to
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0 ≤ pi ≤ Pi (1 ≤ i ≤ N)

0 ≤ Φi < pi (1 ≤ i ≤ N)

1 ≤ Oi ≤ Omax (1 ≤ i ≤ N)

di ≤ Di (1 ≤ i ≤ N)

emax
i (Oi) ≤ di (1 ≤ i ≤ N)

The first constraint says that the artificial period pi should be shorter than the

original period Pi to ensure the original or a higher task repetition rate. The

second constraint says that it is good enough to exercise the offset Φi within

one period pi since any offset larger than one period pi can be represented

by its modulo pi operation. The third constraint naturally comes from the

available parallelization options. The fourth constraint says that the artificial

deadline should be controlled under the original deadline. Finally, the fifth

constraint is the time bound condition saying that each of Oi parallelized

threads should have execution times ek
i (Oi)s (1 ≤ k ≤ Oi) shorter than or

equal to the artificial deadline, i.e., time bound, di.

3.3 Motivating Example

As a motivating example, Fig. 3.4(a) shows an example task set with three

periodic tasks {τ1, τ2, τ3} for the case of using the original period Pi, the orig-

inal deadline Di, zero offset, and the single thread option, i.e., Oi = 1. For the

three tasks, the right side of Fig. 3.4(a) depicts their time-density curves.
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(b) τ2’s parameters are tuned as Φ2 = 40 and p2 = 200
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(c) τ3’s parameters are tuned as O3 = 4, d3 = 100, and Φ3 = 100

Figure 3.4 Motivating example tasks (cont’d)
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The time-density curve of the system density is simply the sum of each

task’s time-density curve as depicted in Fig. 3.5(a). In this case, the peak

system density is 2.25. Thus, for the schedulability of the task set satisfying

the density bound condition, we need at least three CPU cores. If we tune

task τ2’s parameters such that the offset Φ2 = 40 and the artificial period

p2 = 200 as in Fig. 3.4(b), then the time-density curve of τ2 is reshaped as

in the right-side of Fig. 3.4(b). Thanks to this tuning of τ2’s parameters, the

system density curve becomes Fig. 3.5(b) where the peak system density is

reduced to 1.32. Now, the task set becomes schedulable with two CPU cores.

If we further tune τ3’s parameters such that the parallelization option O3 = 4

(i.e., C3(O3) = 90), the artificial deadline d3 = 100, and the offset Φ3 = 100 as

in Fig. 3.4(c), the time-density curve of τ3 is reshaped accordingly. As a result,

the system density curve becomes Fig. 3.5(c) where the peak system density

is further reduced to 0.9. Thus, the same task set now becomes schedulable

only with one core.

As shown in this motivating example, this paper aims at developing a sys-

tematic way to determine all the task parameters with the objective of min-

imizing the peak system density while satisfying the time bound conditions.

By minimizing the peak system density, we can expect the schedulability im-

provement in the following two senses: (1) when the number of CPU cores is

fixed, we can schedule more tasks and (2) when the set of tasks is fixed, we

can schedule it with a smaller number of cores.
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Figure 3.5 System-wide time-density curve
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3.4 Proposed Approach

In the aforementioned problem, we have four control knobs for each task τi,

i.e., the parallelization option Oi, the artificial deadline di, the offset Φi, and

the artificial period pi. The proposed solution approach to optimally exercis-

ing these four control knobs is explained in the following order. Section 3.4.1

describes the per-task optimal tradeoff of time and density, which optimally

determines the parallelization option Oi once an artificial deadline di is fixed

for a task τi. Then, Section 3.4.2 describes a method to optimally determine

the artificial deadlines dis (also Oi due to Section 3.4.1) and the offsets Φis for

a task group with the same period such that the peak density of the group can

be minimized. Using Section 3.4.1 and Section 3.4.2 as building block methods,

Section 3.4.3 explains a heuristic algorithm that finds a near-optimal solution,

i.e., (Φi, Oi, di, pi)s for every task τi ∈ {τ1, τ2, · · · , τN}, that minimizes the

peak system density.

3.4.1 Per-task Optimal Tradeoff of Time and Density

In the per-task tradeoff for individually minimizing τi’s density, i.e., δ(Oi, di) =

Ci(Oi)/di, Oi can be optimally determined once di is fixed. More specifically,

for the given di, we need to choose a large enough parallelization option Oi

to satisfy the time bound condition, i.e., emax
i (Oi) ≤ di. Lemma 3.1 says that

out of the parallelization options that satisfy the time bound condition,the

smallest one is the optimal Oi for the given di.
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Lemma 3.1. For a given di, the smallest Oi that satisfies emax
i (Oi) ≤ di is

the optimal Oi for minimizing τi’s density δ(Oi, di) = Ci(Oi)/di.

Proof. Once di is fixed, the difference of task density Ci(Oi)/di comes only

from the computation amount Ci(Oi). Since Ci(Oi) becomes larger as in-

creasing the parallelization option Oi, the smallest parallelization option Oi

that satisfies emax
i (Oi) ≤ di gives the smallest Ci(Oi) and hence minimizes

δ(Oi, di) = Ci(Oi)/di satisfying emax
i (Oi) ≤ di.

Thanks to Lemma 3.1, the parallelization option Oi can be represented as a

function of the artificial deadline di without loss of optimality. Such a function

is denoted by Oi(di) and depicted in Fig. 3.6(a). Also, the optimal computation

amount Ci(Oi(di)) and the optimal task density δi(Oi(di), di) = Ci(Oi(di))/di

can also be represented as functions of di. Those functions are denoted by

Ci(di) and δi(di), and they are depicted in Figs. 3.6(b) and (c), respectively.

3.4.2 Peak Density Minimization for a Task Group with the

Same Period

Since the parallelization option Oi is optimally represented as a function of

di thanks to the per-task tradeoff, in the system-wide tradeoff of time and

density, the remaining control knobs are the artificial deadline di, the task

offset Φi, and the artificial period pi. In this subsection, we explain how to

optimally determine di and Φi for a group of tasks with the same period P to

minimize the peak density of the group called the “peak group density”.
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Figure 3.6 Per-task optimal Oi(di), Ci(di) and δi(di)
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For this, we consider so called “horizontal placement” that disjointly places

the tasks’ active intervals in the time window of P . In order to give the intuition

on how the horizontal placement works by controlling di and Φi, Fig. 3.7 shows

an example group of two tasks τ1 and τ2 with the same period P . Fig. 3.7(a)

depicts the time-density curves of τ1 and τ2 with original deadlines D1 and D2

and zero offsets. In this case, the active intervals of τ1 and τ2 overlap and hence

the peak group density is the sum of two task densities as shown in Fig. 3.7(a).

On the other hand, if we shrink the artificial deadlines of τ1 and τ2, that is, from

D1 to d1 and from D2 to d2 as in Fig. 3.7(b), it is possible to disjointly place

the active intervals of τ1 and τ2 within one period P by controlling the task

offset, i.e., Φ2 = d1. The reduced artificial deadlines d1 and d2 give increased

task densities, i.e., δ1(d1) > δ1(D1) and δ2(d2) > δ2(D2). However, the peak

group density may be smaller since it is not the sum of the two task densities,

i.e., δ1(D1) + δ2(D2), but the maximum of them, i.e., max(δ1(d1), δ2(d2)).

The rest of this subsection explains how to find the optimal horizontal

placement, that is, the one that minimizes the peak group density out of all

possible horizontal placement solutions for a task group consisting of n tasks

with the same period P . The tasks in the group are denoted by {τ1, τ2, · · · , τn}.

In order to disjointly place the active intervals in the time window P , Φis
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can be represented with dis without loss of optimality as follows:

Φ1 = 0,

Φ2 = d1,

Φ3 = d1 + d2,
...

Φi = d1 + d2 + · · · + di−1, (3.1)
...

Φn = d1 + d2 + · · · + dn−1.

Also, the sum of dis should be less than or equal to P , i.e.,
∑n

i=1 di ≤ P , so

that the n tasks’ active intervals can be placed within one period P .

Now, the optimal horizontal placement problem becomes a problem of de-

termining only one control knob di for each task τi ∈ {τ1, τ2, · · · , τn} such that

the peak group density, i.e., max(δ1(di), δ2(d2), · · · , δn(dn)), can be minimized

under the constraint of
∑n

i=1 di ≤ P .

Horizontal placement problem

minimize max
1≤i≤n

δi(di)

subject to
n

∑

i=1

di ≤ P. (3.2)

When solving this problem, we have difficulty that δi(di) is a discontinuous
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function defined on a limited range of di, i.e., [emax
i (Omax), Di], as shown in

Fig. 3.6(c). In order to overcome this difficulty of discontinuity, we connect

discontinuous parts with vertical line segments as depicted as dotted vertical

line segments in Figs. 3.8(a) and (b). Also, we extend the range of di beyond

Di as depicted as dotted curves in the range of di > Di in Figs. 3.8(a) and

(b). By this extension, we now have a continuous relation called a (di, δi(di))-

relation for each task τi. In this continuous relation, any (di, δi(di)) pair on a

solid curve is a real one while any pair on a dotted part is an imaginary one.

With this continuous (di, δi(di))-relation for each task τi, the following

lemma says that we can find an optimal solution for the horizontal placement

problem, by considering only cases where the densities of all the tasks are the

same, i.e., uniform densities,

δ1(d1) = δ2(d2) = · · · = δn(dn).

Lemma 3.2. For the above horizontal placement problem with the continuous

(di, δi(di))-relations, consider a solution δi(di) (1 ≤ i ≤ n) with non-uniform

densities (see Fig. 3.9(a)). Its peak group density, i.e., max
1≤i≤n

δi(di), is denoted

by δ. For such a solution, there exist another solution with uniform densities

that are all equal to δ (see Fig. 3.9(b)).

Proof. From a non-uniform density solution as in Fig. 3.9(a), for each task τi

whose density is smaller than the peak density δ (τ1 and τ3 in Fig. 3.9(a)),

we can increase its density δi(di) to δ by decreasing di or keeping it the same
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Figure 3.9 Solutions for horizontal placement problem

along the continuous curves in Figs. 3.8(a) and (b). For such transformed

solution with uniform densities of δ, the deadlines dis after transformation

are never greater than those before transformation. Thus, the transformed

solution still satisfies the constraint
∑n

i=1 di ≤ P of the horizontal placement

problem. Therefore, the transformed solution with uniform densities is also a

valid solution.

Thanks to Lemma 3.2, when we solve the horizontal placement problem

with the continuous (di, δi(di))-relations, it is enough to consider only cases

of δ1(d1) = δ2(d2) = · · · = δn(dn) = δ and find the smallest δ. Thus, without

loss of optimality, for each density value δ, its corresponding di values in the

(di, δi(di))-relations (1 ≤ i ≤ n) can be summed up as in Figs. 3.8(a) and (b)
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resulting in the continuous (
∑n

i=1 di, δ)-relation as in Fig. 3.8(c). This relation

guides us how to find the smallest δ by controlling
∑n

i=1 di. The following

lemma says that the smallest δ can be found when
∑n

i=1 di = P .

Lemma 3.3. The smallest uniform density denoted by δopt, that is, an optimal

solution for the horizontal placement problem with the continuous (di, δi(di))-

relations, can be found when
∑n

i=1 di = P .

Proof. The uniform density δ in the (
∑n

i=1 di, δ)-relation (see Fig. 3.8(c)) de-

creases as increasing
∑n

i=1 di. Thus, δ is the smallest when
∑n

i=1 di is the

largest, that is, when
∑n

i=1 di = P under the constraint of the horizontal

placement problem, i.e., Eq. (3.2).

Thanks to Lemma 3.3, we can find the optimal uniform density δopt by

finding the cross point between the (
∑n

i=1 di, δ)-relation and the vertical line

at P as in Fig. 3.8(c). If the vertical line at P meets with a dotted vertical line

segment of the (
∑n

i=1 di, δ)-relation, the bottom most cross point is the optimal

solution. If P is too short, that is, P <
∑n

i=1 emax
i (Omax), the vertical line at

P does not meet with the (
∑n

i=1 di, δ)-relation. This is the case where the

horizontal placement is not possible since even the minimum possible artificial

deadlines emax
i (Omax)s for all n tasks cannot be fit into such a short period P .

The δopt value found in this way is the optimal uniform density for the hor-

izontal placement problem with the continuous domain of (di, δi(di)) for every

task τi (1 ≤ i ≤ n). Now, we have to map δopt to the original discontinuous

function δi(di) depicted as the solid curve segments in Figs. 3.8(a) and (b).
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For this, we draw a horizontal line at δopt on each (di, δi(di))-relation graph

as in Figs. 3.8(a) and (b) and find the cross point. There are three cases for

the cross point:

• Case 1: If the cross point is on a solid curve segment as the τ1 case, i.e.,

Fig. 3.8(a), it is a real pair of (di, δi(di)). This means that the discrete

parallelization option Oi(di) determined by the per-task optimal tradeoff

in Section 3.4.1 indeed makes the task density δi(di) = Ci(di)/di equal

to δopt found in the continuous domain.

• Case 2: If the cross point is on the dotted vertical line segment as the

τn case, i.e., Fig. 3.8(b), it is an imaginary pair of (di, δi(di)), that is

δi(di) for the di of the cross point does not actually exist due to discrete

parallelization option Oi. The real δi(di) = Ci(di)/di for the found di is

the bottom most point of the dotted vertical line segment. In this case,

δi(di) is smaller than δopt.

• Case 3: If the cross point is on the rightmost dotted curve segment, i.e.,

di > Di, the found di is not valid. Thus, we use Di and its corresponding

Oi(Di) as the solution. In this case, δi(Di) is greater than δopt.

Theorem 3.1 says that the solution found by the above procedure is an

optimal solution for the original discrete problem of horizontal placement.

Theorem 3.1. The solution Φi, Oi, di (1 ≤ i ≤ n) found by the above proce-

dure is an optimal solution for disjointly placing the active intervals of the n
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tasks with the same period P such that the peak group density, i.e, max
1≤i≤n

δi(di),

is minimized.

Proof. Due to Lemma 3.1, once we determine the artificial deadline di for

τi, we can optimally determine its parallelization option Oi(di) and its corre-

sponding density δi(di). Also, Φis in Eq. (3.1) ensure no-overlapping of active

intervals without loss of optimality if
∑n

i=1 di ≤ P . Thus, the remaining prob-

lem is to determine d1, d2, · · · , dn. Due to Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.3, δopt,

i.e, the smallest possible uniform density when
∑n

i=1 di = P , is indeed the

optimal peak group density found with the continuous (di, δi(di))-relations.

The mapping from the imaginary continuous domain to the real discontinu-

ous domain makes each task’s density δi(di) stay the same as δopt, i.e., Case

1, or become smaller, i.e., Case 2. If the mapping makes all tasks’ densities

smaller, the peak group density becomes smaller than δopt, which is not pos-

sible because the optimal solution found in the discontinuous domain cannot

be better than the one found in the continuous solution space, i.e., a superset

of the discontinuous domain. Thus, there exists at least one task whose den-

sity stays the same as δopt after mapping. Therefore, the final solution by the

discrete mapping also gives the same peak group density as the optimal one

found in the continuous domain. One exception happens when there exists any

task τi whose cross point found in the range of di > Di, i.e., Case 3. If this

case happens, we use Di and its corresponding δi(Di) which is greater than

the continuous optimal uniform density δopt. Even in this case, we still do not

lose the optimality because Ci(Di)/Di is the minimum possible density for
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τi whatsoever and hence no other solution can have the peak group density

smaller than Ci(Di)/Di.

3.4.3 Heuristic Algorithm for System-wide Time vs. Density

Tradeoff

Using the per-task optimal tradeoff of time and density in Section 3.4.1 and

the optimal horizontal placement for a task group with the same period in

Section 3.4.2, this section proposes a heuristic algorithm for a system-wide

tradeoff of time and density which tries to minimizes the peak system density

while satisfying the time bound conditions of all the tasks in the entire task set.

Intuitively speaking, the algorithm repeats the period harmonization and the

horizontal placement in order to eventually partition the given set of tasks, i.e,

Γ = {τ1, τ2, · · · , τN}, into several harmonic period groups, i.e., Γ[1], Γ[2], · · · ,

where each group has horizontally placed tasks with harmonic periods. It is

more specifically described as follows:

Heuristic Algorithm: For each task τi in the given task set Γ = {τ1, τ2, · · · , τN },

find the artificial period pi(≤ Pi), the offset Φi, the artificial deadline di(≤ Di), and

the parallelization option Oi such that the peak system density can be maintained as

low as possible while satisfying the time bound conditions of all the tasks.

Input: Given set of tasks, i.e., Γ = {τ1, τ2, · · · , τN }.

Output: Partitioned harmonic period groups of horizontally placed tasks, i.e., Γ[1], Γ[2], · · · .
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begin procedure

1. initialized Γ = {τ1, τ2, · · · , τN }

2. initialized harmonic period group index x = 0

3. while (Γ 6= ∅)

4. PeriodHarmonization(Γ), n = |Γ|

// τi ∈ Γ is sorted in ascending order of artificial period pi

5. x = x + 1, Γ[x] = ∅, δpeak[x] = 0

6. for i = 1 to n

7. δpeak
new = HorizontalPlacement (Γ[x] ∪ τi)

8. if (δpeak
new ≤ δpeak[x] + Ci(Di)/Di)

9. Γ = Γ − {τi}, Γ[x] = Γ[x] ∪ {τi}

10. δpeak[x] = δpeak
new

11. end if

12. end for

13. finalize Γ[x]

14. recover the original periods of tasks left in Γ

15. end while

end procedure

Let us explain this algorithm together with an example in Fig. 3.10 with

five tasks. In the algorithm, Γ denotes the set of tasks that are not included

in any harmonic period group yet. Γ[x] denotes the set of tasks in the x-th

harmonic period group. Lines 1 and 2 in the algorithm initialize Γ and the
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group index x. In Fig. 3.10, Γ is initialized as {τ1, τ2, τ3, τ4, τ5}. The while

loop from Line 3 to Line 15 iteratively adds tasks into groups until no task is

left in Γ. Within the while loop, Line 4 harmonizes the periods of tasks in Γ.

For the period harmonization, we use the method of [44] 3 that minimizes the

harmonization penalty with the period control range of [e1
i (1), Pi] for each τi.

Fig. 3.10 shows such harmonized periods p1, p2, p3, p4, p5 for {τ1, τ2, τ3, τ4, τ5}

where we use the task index as the ascending order of the harmonized period,

i.e., if i < j then pi ≤ pj. Then, Line 5 makes the first harmonic period group

Γ[x=1] as the empty set. Since there is no task in Γ[1] yet, its peak group

density δpeak[1] is initialized as zero.

After that, the for loop from Line 6 to 12 iteratively checks if it is beneficial

to add each task τi into the current group Γ[x] using the horizontal placement.

Let us explain this for loop assuming that, in the first iteration of the loop,

τ1 is already added into the current group Γ[1] as in Fig. 3.10(a). When we

consider τ2 in Fig. 3.10(b), Line 7 tries to perform the horizontal placement

of Section 3.4.2 with the tasks already in the current group, i.e., Γ[1] = {τ1}

and the newly considered task, i.e., τ2. Then, Line 8 checks if the horizontal

placement of τi (e.g., τ2 in Fig. 3.10(b)) together with the current group Γ[x]

(e.g., Γ[1] = {τ1} in Fig. 3.10(b)) is not worse than simply stacking up τi’s

density. In the former case marked by 1 in Fig. 3.10(b), the peak group

density is given as the return value of HorizontalPlacement in Line 7 and

it is denoted by δpeak
new . In the latter case marked by S in Fig. 3.10(b), the

3Appendix A describes more detail about period harmonization.
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resulting peak group density is given by the peak group density of the current

Γ[x], i.e., δpeak[x], plus τi’s original density, i.e., Ci(Di)/Di. If the horizontal

placement is not worse than the stacking up, then τi is extracted from Γ and

added into the current group Γ[x]. In the example of Fig. 3.10(b), let’s assume

that the horizontal placement is worse, i.e., the if condition in Line 8 is not

true. Then, τ2 is not added into Γ[1] and remains in Γ as in Fig. 3.10(b).

When we consider τ3 in Fig. 3.10(c), p3 is two times of p1. Thus, we have

two p1 intervals for the horizontal placement of τ1 and τ3. However, these

two intervals have no difference. Thus, we perform the horizontal placement

with the first p1 interval as shown in Fig. 3.10(c) and add τ3 to Γ[1] because

the horizontal placement is better. When we consider τ4 in Fig. 3.10(d), we

also have two p1 intervals. Thus, HorizontalPlacement in Line 7 performs

the horizontal placement for both intervals, i.e., (1) horizontal placement of

{τ1, τ3, τ4} in the first interval as marked by 1 and (2) horizontal placement of

{τ1, τ4} in the second interval as marked by 2 . In this example, horizontally

placing τ4 into the second interval has a smaller peak group density of Γ[1]

than placing τ4 into the first interval. Thus, HorizontalPlacement in Line 7

places τ4 in the second interval as in Fig. 3.10(d). In general, when we consider

τi whose pi is Z times of p1, HorizontalPlacement in Line 7 tries all Z

intervals together with already placed tasks in those intervals and chooses the

best one in terms of minimizing the peak group density of group Γ[x]. Also, in

Fig. 3.10(d), note that placing τ4 in the second interval may result in d1 that

is different from the already calculated one. In that case, we use the smallest
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value as shown in the figure. This way, horizontal placement is still valid in all

the intervals and the peak group density is not affected. When we consider τ5

in Fig. 3.10(e), HorizontalPlacement in Line 7 considers four intervals since

p5/p1 = 4. Let us assume that the horizontal placements in the four intervals

are all infeasible4. Then, HorizontalPlacement returns ∞ and hence τ5 is

not added into Γ[1].

When the for loop terminates at Line 13, we can finalize Γ[1] with three

tasks, i.e., τ1, τ3, and τ4, and their parameters, pis, Φis, and dis can be fixed

as in Fig. 3.10(e). Also, Their corresponding Ois can be fixed by the Oi(di)

functions due to the per-task optimal tradeoff in Section 3.4.1.

At Line 14, for the example of Fig 3.10(e), τ2 and τ5 are left in Γ. Their

periods are recovered to the original periods P2 and P5 so that they can be

considered for the second group Γ[2] in the next iteration of the while loop.

Once no task is left in Γ, while loop terminates resulting in x groups. In

the worst case, the peak group densities of all the x groups can overlap. Thus,

the peak system density is the sum of peak group densities of the x groups.

If this peak system density is not greater than the number of CPU cores, i.e.,

M , then all the parallelized threads of all N tasks can be scheduled meeting

deadlines with a fluid scheduler.

4Fig. 3.10(e) shows the horizontal placement only for the first two intervals because the
other two are the same with the first two in this example.
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3.5 Experimental Results

In this section, we justify the proposed method by both simulation and actual

implementation.

3.5.1 Simulation Study

Firstly, we conduct simulation studies to investigate the schedulability im-

provement by the proposed algorithm. For this, the task set Γ is formed with

N synthetic single-segment tasks, where the number of tasks N is uniform-

randomly picked from [3, 15]. For each task τi in Γ, its period Pi is ran-

domly generated following the uniform distribution from [200ms, 1000ms].

Also, its thread execution time e1
i (1) for the single thread option Oi = 1

is given using a ratio of Pi. The ratio is randomly generated using the nor-

mal distribution with the average of 0.5 and standard deviation of 0.1. Thus,

e1
i (1) is randomly determined as the randomly generated ratio multiplied

by Pi. For this single thread option, recall that the computation amount

Ci(1) is equal to the thread execution time e1
i (1). Then, the thread execu-

tion time ek
i (Oi) for the parallelization option Oi is determined using a so

called “parallelization overhead factor” α. Specifically, all the thread execu-

tion times, i.e., e1
i (Oi), e2

i (Oi), · · · , eOi

i (Oi), are assumed to be the same as

ek
i (Oi) = e1

i (1)(α + (1 − α)/Oi). With this model, when α = 0, that is, when

there is no parallelization overhead, ek
i (Oi) = e1

i (1)/Oi. On the contrary, when

α = 1, that is, when the parallelization overhead is the maximum, ek
i (Oi)
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is equal to e1
i (1), that is, there is no execution time reduction by the paral-

lelization. With this model, ek
i (Oi) is determined using a uniform-randomly

generated α in the range of [0, 0.1]. The deadline Di of τi is determined using

a so called “deadline factor” β as Di = β · Pi. Such generated N tasks in Γ are

scheduled using M homogeneous CPU cores, where M = 8 if not otherwise

mentioned.

In order to show the schedulability improvement, we compare our approach

marked as “System-wide” with the following three approaches.

• No parallelization: Every task is executed with a single thread without par-

allelization. In this case, the peak system density of Γ is
∑N

i=1 e1
i (1)/Di =

∑N
i=1 Ci(1)/Di. This approach is marked as “SingleThread”.

• Max parallelization: Every task is parallelized into the maximum num-

ber of threads, i.e., Omax. In this case, the peak system density of Γ is

∑N
i=1 Ci(O

max)/Di. It is marked as “MaxThreads”.

• Per-task time vs. density tradeoff: It is the approach in [36] where every

task uses the optimal Oi(Di) for the given Di by the per-task time vs.

density tradeoff. Since there is no system-wide consideration, each task’s

active interval overlaps all together in the worst case and hence the peak

system density of Γ is
∑N

i=1 Ci(Oi(Di))/Di. It is marked as “Per-task”.

Fig. 3.11(a) shows the schedulability of “System-wide” and the above three

approaches as ranging the deadline factor β = Di/Pi from 0.1 to 1. For the

schedulability measure, we consider 1000 task sets and count how many of
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them are schedulable by each approach. Ranging the deadline factor β can be

understood as ranging the looseness of time bound. When β is small, that is,

when the time bound is tight, “SingleThread” cannot schedule most of task

sets. This is because the thread execution time e1
i (1) overflows the time bound

Di most of times even when the peak system density is smaller than the den-

sity bound M = 8. On the other hand, “MaxThreads” can schedule more task

sets since the thread execution times using the maximum parallelism can be

smaller than the time bound Di. However, as increasing β, the situation re-

verses. When the time bound is loose, the time bound is not bottleneck but

the density bound M = 8 becomes bottleneck. Thus, “SingleThread” that

gives favor to minimizing the density using a single thread has much higher

schedulability than “MaxThreads” that uses large densities for using the max-

imum parallelism. “Per-task” trades off the time and the density for each

task individually and hence gives higher schedulability than “SingleThread”

and “MaxThreads” in the entire range of β. “System-wide” gives even higher

schedulability since it takes the system-wide tradeoff of time and density con-

sidering all the tasks together. As a result, when β = 0.5, “System-wide” shows

80%, 191%, and 3750% higher schedulability than “Per-task”, “MaxThreads”,

and “SingleThread”, respectively.

In order to study the time vs. density tradeoff along the density bound,

Fig. 3.11(b) compares the schedulability of the four approaches as changing

the number of CPU cores M from 1 to 8. In this experiment, the time bound

Di is uniform-randomly generated in [e1
i (1), Pi]. When M is small, it is a
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density bottlenecked situation and hence “SingleThread” performs better than

“MaxThreads”. On the other hand, when M is large, the time is likely to

be bottlenecked before the density and hence “SingleThread” performs worse

than “MaxThreads”. Also, in this experiment of density bound control, we can

observe that “Per-task” and “System-wide” take good tradeoffs of time and

density, i.e., per-task in the former and system-widely in the latter.

In order to more deeply investigate this time vs. density tradeoff by the

above four approaches, Fig. 3.12 shows where each task set is positioned by

the four approaches in the time and density domain. For this experiment,

we randomly generate 1000 task sets with β = 0.5. Out of 1000 task sets,

616 task sets turn out to be schedulable by the best approach, i.e., “System-

wide” 5. For those 616 task sets, Figs. 3.12(a), (b), (c), and (d) plot (time usage,

density usage)-points to show where each task set is positioned by the four

approaches. For a task set, the time usage implies how much portion of the

time bound is used. It is defined as the maximum ratio of thread execution

times to the time bounds Dis. The density usage implies how much portion

of the density bound is used. It is defined as the ratio of the peak system

density to the density bound M . Fig. 3.12(a) of “SingleThread” shows that

many task sets are biased toward large time usages and, as a result, 600 out

of 616 task sets turn out to be unschedulable due to time bound overflows,

i.e., time usage > 1. On the other hand, Fig. 3.12(b) of “MaxThreads” shows

5Other 384 task sets that are unschedulable by “System-wide” turn out to be also un-
schedulable by the other three approaches.
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that many task sets are biased toward large density usages and, as a result,

404 out of 616 task sets are unschedulable due to density bound overflows,

i.e., density usage > 1. “Per-task” keeps all 616 task sets under the time

bound by the per-task tradeoff of time and density as shown in Fig. 3.12(c).

However, many task sets, i.e., 273 out of 616, are positioned above the density

bound, because “Per-task” cannot take advantage of the system-wide tradeoff.

In Fig. 3.12(d), we can observe that “System-wide” places the task sets in the

most well balanced positions in the time and density domain.

3.5.2 Actual Implementation Results

For the practical justification of our approach, we implement it based on Open

Computing Language (OpenCL) [43] on AMD FX-9590 which has four phys-

ical cores with clock rate of 4.7 GHz. We use Portable Computing Language

(pocl v0.11) [31] and modify its API to control each task’s number of threads

and to set each thread’s parameters. For the fluid scheduling of threads, we

use PD2 algorithm provided by LITMUSRT-2016.1 [14]. In order to focus on

the time vs. density tradeoff issue in the experiment, we avoid unpredictable

interferences as follows: First, we implement per-task bank partitioning—a

modification of PALLOC [69], so that threads of each task only access the

given DRAM bank without interfering other tasks’ bank. Second, we make

tasks detour the L1, L2, and L3 caches using the virtual memory mapped I/O

device provided by LITMUSRT to avoid unpredictable cache effects.

On this framework, we execute five benchmark OpenCL programs, i.e.,
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Monte Carlo method (τ1), matrix transpose (τ2), and three Gaussian image

filters for three different image sizes (τ3, τ4, τ5). The WCET of each thread

according to the parallelization option, i.e., ek
i (Oi), is profiled beforehand as

shown in Table 3.1. The tasks executing the five benchmark programs, i.e., τ1

˜ τ5, have the deadlines and periods as (D1 = 600, P1 = 1, 000), (D2 = 600,

P2 = 1, 000), (D3 = 600, P3 = 800),(D4 = 6, 000, P4 = 20, 000), (D5 = 16, 000,

P5 = 30, 000), where time unit is ms. More specifically, Table 3.2 shows the

solutions found by each approach.

Fig. 3.13 shows the measured response times of each task by the four ap-

proaches when the number of CPU cores is four. The horizontal line in the

graphs shows the deadline Di, and thus the response time above it means a

deadline violation (X mark on the graph). In “SingleThread”, all the jobs of

τ2 miss their deadlines. This is because the WCET of τ2 for the single thread

option is longer than D2 = 600 ms, i.e., time bound violation (see Table 3.2).

This show a case of time bound violation. The peak system density of “Sin-

gleThread” is actually 3.06, which is lower than the density bound 4. Thus,

even if we use a larger number of cores, we cannot make the task set schedula-

ble by the “SingleThread” approach. One the other hand “MaxThreads” has

the peak system density of 5.58 and hence makes the task set unschedula-

ble due to the density bound violation. “Per-task” and “System-wide” have

the peak densities of 3.29 and 2.53, respectively. Also, they satisfy the time

bound conditions. Thus, they can successfully schedule all the tasks meeting

deadlines with four CPU cores.
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(ms)

Oi

τ1 τ2 τ3 τ4 τ5

emax
i (Oi) Ci(Oi) emax

i (Oi) Ci(Oi) emax
i (Oi) Ci(Oi) emax

i (Oi) Ci(Oi) emax
i (Oi) Ci(Oi)

Oi = 1 229 229 747 747 174 174 2,755 2,755 10,976 10,976

Oi = 2 198 395 443 886 91 182 1,563 3,125 6,241 12,481

Oi = 3 162 482 374 1,115 86 220 1,206 3,551 4,721 13,952

Oi = 4 152 573 361 1,423 58 225 1,095 4,371 4,602 18,369

Table 3.1 Profiled WCET of each task
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approach task Φi di pi Oi emax
i (Oi) Ci(Oi) δi

“SingleThread”

τ1 0 600 1,000 1 229 229

3.06
τ2 0 600 1,000 1 747 747
τ3 0 600 800 1 174 174
τ4 0 6,000 20,000 1 2,755 2,755
τ5 0 16,000 30,000 1 10,976 10,976

“MaxThreads”

τ1 0 600 1,000 4 152 573

5.58
τ2 0 600 1,000 4 361 1,423
τ3 0 600 800 4 58 225
τ4 0 6,000 20,000 4 1,095 4,371
τ5 0 16,000 30,000 4 46,02 18,369

“Per-task”

τ1 0 600 1,000 1 229 229

3.29
τ2 0 600 1,000 2 443 886
τ3 0 600 800 1 174 174
τ4 0 6,000 20,000 1 2,755 2,755
τ5 0 16,000 30,000 1 10,976 10,976

“System-wide”

τ1 99 215 800 2 198 395

2.53
τ2 314 484 800 2 443 886
τ3 0 99 800 2 91 182
τ4 0 4,012 20,000 1 2,755 2,755
τ5 4,012 15,987 20,000 1 10,976 10,976

Table 3.2 The solutions for τ1, τ2, τ3, τ4, and τ5 according to “SingleThread”, “Max-

Threads”, “Per-task”, and “System-wide” approaches
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Figure 3.13 Measured response times of each approach with 4 CPU cores
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Figure 3.13 Measured response times of each approach with 4 CPU cores (cont’d)
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Figure 3.13 Measured response times of each approach with 4 CPU cores (cont’d)
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Figure 3.13 Measured response times of each approach with 4 CPU cores (cont’d)
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Figure 3.14 Measured response times of each approach with 3 CPU cores
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(b) “MaxThreads”

Figure 3.14 Measured response times of each approach with 3 CPU cores (cont’d)
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(c) “Per-task”

Figure 3.14 Measured response times of each approach with 3 CPU cores (cont’d)
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(d) “System-wide”

Figure 3.14 Measured response times of each approach with 3 CPU cores (cont’d)
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Fig. 3.14 shows the same graphs when the number of CPU cores is three.

In this figure, we can observe that “Per-task” misses some deadlines because

its peak system density 3.29 is greater than the density bound 3. On the other

hand, and“System-wide” with peak system density of 2.53 still makes the task

set schedulable with three CPU cores.
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Chapter 4

System-wide Time vs. Density Tradeoff with

Parallelizable Periodic Multi-segment Tasks

4.1 Introduction

Chapter 3 presents per-task time vs. density tradeoff of multi-segment tasks

and system-wide time vs. density tradeoff of single segment tasks. In this chap-

ter, system-wide time vs. density tradeoff of multi-segment tasks is presented.

For this, Section 4.2 describes a time vs. density tradeoff problem for multi-

segment tasks. Section 4.3 explains how to extend single segment task model

to multi-segment task model.

4.2 Problem Description

We consider a system with M homogeneous CPU cores and N independent

tasks denoted by τi (1 ≤ i ≤ N). Each task τi is periodically released with

period Pi, and it should be finished within its relative deadline Di as shown in

Fig. 3.1. A task τi consists of consecutive Ki parallelizable segments denoted

as sik (1 ≤ k ≤ Ki). Just like other multi-segment model, only after sik finish,

si(k+1) can start. In this parallelizable periodic multi-segment task model, each

segment sik can be parallelized into any number of threads. We define this
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number of threads for segment sik as parallelization option denoted by Oik. If

Oik = 1, sik is executed without parallelization. On the contrary, if Oik = 8,

sik is parallelized into 8 threads. The maximum number of Oik is limited up

to Omax.

According to the Oik, the threads in sik has different Worst Case Execution

Time (WCET) as shown in WCET table in Fig. 4.1. el
ik(Oik) is defined as an

WCET of l-th thread in sik according to the parallelization option Oik. For a

given Oik, the largest WCET of threads is denoted by emax
ik (Oik), i.e.,

emax
ik (Oik) = max

1≤l≤Oik

el
ik(Oik).

Also, for a given Oik, the total computation amount of sik which is the sum of

WCET of all threads is denoted by Cik(Oik).

Cik(Oik) =
Oik
∑

l=1

el
ik(Oik).

For the given N parallelizable periodic tasks which are scheduled on M

homogeneous CPU cores, a problem to be solved is how to optimally exer-

cise system-wide time vs. density tradeoff in terms of maximizing the overall

schedulability of the entire tasks, i.e., minimizing the system peak density

same as in Chapter 3.

For this problem, we consider a fluid scheduling algorithm such as PD2 [60],

LLREF [16], LRE-TL [25], DP-Fair [38] and U-EDF [47] as the underlying

scheduling mechanism. In order to schedule sik based on the fluid schedule,
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Figure 4.1 Parallelizable periodic task model
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Figure 4.2 Intermediate deadline and density of segments on time-density graph.

each segment sik needs its deadline. However a task τi only has deadline for

the task, not for its segments sik. Therefore, we introduce intermediate dead-

line which represents temporary deadline for sik denoted by dik as shown in

Fig. 4.2. Since all the segments in a task should be finished before task’s dead-

line, the sum of intermediate deadlines diks should be shorter than the original

deadline Di. i.e.,

Ki
∑

k=1

dik ≤ Di. (4.1)

When we extend the parallelizable periodic single-segmented task model

in Chapter 3 to the parallelizable periodic multi-segment task model in this

chapter, the controllable knobs for τi are depicted in Fig. 4.3, i.e., 1) τi’s offset
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Figure 4.3 Four control values for τi used in system-wide time vs. density tradeoff.

Φi, 2) τi’s artificial period pi, 3) sik’s parallelization option Oik, and 4) sik’s

intermediate deadline dik. Note that τi’s artificial deadline di in Chapter 3 is

replaced with siks’ intermediate deadline diks since the sum of intermediate

deadlines represents the definition of the artificial deadline under condition of

Eq. (4.1).

The density of the segment sik at a certain time instant t, denoted by δik,
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is formulated as follows:

δik((Φi, ~Oi, ~di, pi), t) =



















Cik(Oik)/dik (t − (Φi + φik)) mod pi ≤ dik

0 (t − (Φi + φik)) mod pi > dik

(4.2)

,where ~Oi = (Oi1, · · · , OiKi
)

~di = (di1, · · · , diKi
)

φik =



















0 k = 1

k−1
∑

j=1
dij k > 1

meaning that the density of the segment is Cik(Oi)/dik while the task is active

and zero otherwise. Note that phiik in Eq. (4.2) represents the offset of segment

sik within τi. Since the segments siks in τi are sequentially executed, the active

interval of sik does not overlap others. Thus the density of the taui denoted

by δi is simply sum of δiks as follow:

δi((Φi, ~Oi, ~di, pi), t) =
Ki
∑

k=1

δik((Φi, ~Oi, ~di, pi), t)

With this density function of each task τi, the system-side time vs. density

tradeoff problem can be formulated as the following problem of minimizing

the peak of the system density, i.e., the sum of all N task density functions,

within the hyper period HP while satisfying the time bound condition for
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each tread:

minimize max
0≤t<HP

N
∑

i=1

δi((Φi, ~Oi, ~di, pi), t)

subject to

0 ≤ pi ≤ Pi (1 ≤ i ≤ N)

0 ≤ Φi < pi (1 ≤ i ≤ N)

1 ≤ Oi ≤ Omax (1 ≤ i ≤ N)

Ki
∑

k=1

dik ≤ Di (1 ≤ i ≤ N)

emax
ik (Oik) ≤ dik (1 ≤ i ≤ N)

4.3 Extension to Parallelizable Periodic Multi-segment

Task Model

Based on the parallelizable periodic single segment task model in Chapter 3,

in this section, we consider extension to the time vs. density tradeoff of paral-

lelizable periodic multi-segment task model.

For the convenience explanation in following sections, let define function

δ PTO(τi) as the minimum peak density of τi derived by per-task optimization

in [36]. In the same way, functions d PTO
ik (τi) and O PTO

ik (τi) are defined by

intermediate deadline and parallelization option of sik when τi has minimum

peak density.
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Figure 4.4 Example of merged task of τ1 and τ2.

4.3.1 Peak Density Minimization for a Task Group of Multi-

segment Tasks with Same Period

As described in Section 3.4.2, task groups are mutually exclusive subset of task

set, and the tasks in a task group do not overlap each other vertically on time-

density graph. Since all tasks in the group have same period, by controlling the

release offset, tasks can be horizontally placed on entire time-density graph.

The basic idea of the proposed method in this section is converting a

problem of minimizing the peak density of a task group into the problem of

minimizing the peak density of a task, i.e., the per-task minimization problem

described in [36]. More specifically, we can convert multi-segment tasks in a

task group with same period in into one merged multi-segment task which

includes all segments of the tasks in the group. As an example, Fig. 4.4 shows

the merged task when τ1 and τ2 are in the group.

When G is a set of all tasks in the task group whose period are identical as
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P G, let’s define τG as “merged task” which contains all segments of the group,

i.e., ∀i∈{i|τi∈G}sik (1 ≤ k ≤ Ki). Then the properties of τG is as follows:

1) The number of segments (KG): The number of τG’s segments KG

is the sum of the number of segments in G. Thus, KG is defined as

KG =
∑

i∈{i|τi∈G}
Ki.

2) The period of τG (P G): Since all the tasks in the group are released

with same period P G, τG is also repeated with period of P G. Thus, we

can say that the period of τG is P G.

3) The deadline of τG (DG): In order to prevent segments in τG verti-

cally overlap1, τG should be finished before its next release. Therefore,

the deadline of τG, i.e., DG, is same as its period P G.

4) The intermediate deadline of the segments in τG: The segments

in τG are originated from the tasks in G. The intermediate deadlines

of sik (1 ≤ i ≤ Ki) in τi ∈ G have the constraint that their sum is

less or equal to the deadline of τi, i.e., Di. However, with the merged

task τG, this constraint is applied to the entire segments in τG not

to the segments in individual task τi. Thus the additional constraints

for the segments originated from individual task is needed. In order to

distinguish the segment sik in τi from the segment originated from τi but

in τG, additional terms are introduced. In this section, for the segments

in τG, sG
ik, dG

ik, and OG
ik is defined as the segment in G originated from

1This is according to the definition of task group in Section 3.4.2.
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sik, the intermediate deadline of sG
ik, and parallelization option of sG

ik,

respectively.

5) The WCET of segments in τG: Even if segments are recombined

inside τG, their WCET according to the parallelization option el
ik(Oik),

i.e., WCET table in Fig. 4.1, are not changed.

With this properties, the per-task time vs. density tradeoff of τG finds the

optimal peak density, i.e., δ PTO(τG), with the corresponding intermediate

deadlines of each segment, i.e., d PTO
ik (τG) (i ∈ {i | τi ∈ G}, 1 ≤ k ≤ Ki), and

parallelization options, i.e., O PTO
ik (i ∈ {i | τi ∈ G}, 1 ≤ k ≤ Ki). However,

as described above, this solution for τG does not consider the intermediate

deadline constraints of tasks in the task group G, i.e.,
Ki
∑

k=1
dik ≤ Di (i ∈ {i |

τi ∈ G}).

The proposed approach in this section finds the peak density of the task

group G, i.e., the peak density among τi ∈ G, by comparing the result of the

per-task optimization of τG with the result of the per-task optimization of τi.

First of all, the following lemma says that if the per-task optimization of τG

cannot find a solution due to too tight time bound, then the solution for the

task group G also cannot be found.

Lemma 4.1. The task group G does not have a solution if the per-task op-

timization of τG does not have a solution. And this impossible solution only

happens when time bound is smaller than the sum of maximum WCET of

the thread of all segments in G when they are maximally parallelized, i.e.,
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∑

i∈{i|τi∈G}

∑Ki

k=1 emax
ik (Omax) < DG.

Proof. We can prove this lemma with Fig. 3.8. During the per-task optimiza-

tion of τG, the optimal density in continuous domain is found by applying

DG into x-axis of Fig. 3.8(c). In this graph, the optimal density always can be

found if the sum of intermediate deadlines (
∑n

i=1 di in Fig. 3.8(c)) is greater

than the sum of maximum WCET among threads when maximally parallelized

(
∑Ki

k=1 emax
ik in the case of Fig. 3.8). Thus, for the per-task optimization of τG,

it does not have the solution only when
∑

i∈{i|τi∈G}

∑Ki

k=1 emax
ik (Omax) < DG.

In this case, the task group G does not have the solution since the minimum

time requirement of each segment which is placed horizontally is emax
ik (Omax)

and their sum is greater than time bound DG. Thus the task group G cannot

have a solution.

Contrast to the Lemma 4.1, the following two lemmas (Lemmas 4.2 and

4.3) say that if the per-task optimization finds a solution then the task group G

also can find a solution. The following lemma says if the per-task optimization

of τG finds a solution that satisfies each task’s intermediate constraints, then

this solution makes the peak density of task group G optimal.

Lemma 4.2. If the per-task optimization of τG finds a solution and its solu-

tion satisfies the following constraint:

Ki
∑

k=1

d PTO
ik (τG) ≤ Di ,where i ∈ {i | τi ∈ G}
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for all tasks in G, i.e., τi ∈ G, then the peak density of τG, i.e., δ PTO(τG), is

the peak density of the task group G.

Proof. Since all segments in τG are horizontally placed in the task group G,

if the per-task optimization of τG finds optimal solution that satisfies above

intermediate deadline constraint for the all segments, then the per-task op-

timization problem of τG becomes exactly same problem that minimizes the

peak density of task group G. Therefore the peak density of the per-task op-

timization of τG is the peak density of the task group G.

For the case where the solution found by the per-task optimization of τG

does not meet the intermediate deadline constraint in Lemma 4.2, the following

lemma says that the per-task optimization of the individual task is an optimal

solution.

Lemma 4.3. For the τG’s segments originated from a certain task τi ∈ G,

i.e., sG
ik(1 ≤ k ≤ Ki), if

Ki
∑

k=1
d PTO

ik (τG) is greater than Di then d PTO
ik (τi) and

O PTO
ik (τi) are the optimal intermediate deadline and parallelization option for

sG
iks that make the peak density of task group minimum.

Proof. If
∑Ki

k=1 d PTO
ik (τG) is greater than Di, as the result of per-task opti-

mization of τG, then that means the per-task optimization of τG excessively

utilizes the time up to its time bound, i.e.,
∑

{j|τj∈G}

∑Kj

k=1 d PTO
jk (τG) = DG.

Thus applying smaller than d PTO
ik (τG) to dG

ik still meets the time bound of τG.

Since the peak density of τi, i.e., δi, monotonically decreases when
∑Ki

k=1 dik

increases (see Fig. 3.8), under the condition of
∑Ki

k=1 dG
ik ≤ Di, the minimum
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peak density of sG
ik (1 ≤ k ≤ Ki) is found when

∑Ki

k=1 dG
ik = Di with d PTO

ik (τi)

and O PTO
ik (τi). Therefore, for the given τi, when

∑Ki

k=1 d PTO
ik (τG) is greater

than Di, d PTO
ik (τi) and O PTO

ik (τi) are solutions for dG
ik and OG

ik (1 ≤ k ≤ Ki),

respectively.

If the sum of d PTO
ik (τG) is longer than Di, as the result of the per-task

optimization of τG, it cannot be a solution for the task group G although it is

a solution for the merged task τG. The Lemma 4.3 means that, in this case,

applying the result of the per-task optimization of τi to the segments originated

from τi makes the peak density of the task group G optimal without changing

densities of other tasks’s segments. At the view point of individual task τi in

G, the per-task optimization of τi is an optimal solution when the time bound

is fixed as Di which means the peak density cannot be reduced under the

constraints
∑Ki

k=1 dik < Di. Thus, even if the per-task optimization of τG finds

the peak density smaller than the per-task optimization of τi, it is because

that the per-task optimization gives more time bound than Di which cannot

be happened in the task group G.

From the Lemmas 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3, the following theorem states the opti-

mal solution for task group G.

Theorem 4.1. For the task group G, there exist a solution only if the per-

task optimization of τG has solution. In this case, for the segments sG
ik, if

∑Ki

k=1 dik PTO(τG) is smaller or equal to Di then the result of the per-task

optimization of τG is the optimal. Otherwise, the result of the per-task opti-
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mization of τi is the optimal.

Proof. If the per-task optimization of τG does not have a solution the task

group also does not have a solution as said in Lemma 4.1. If the per-task

optimization of τG has a solution, according to the range of the calculated

intermediate deadline, this solution is used as the optimal solution for task

group G (Lemma 4.2 or the optimal solution of the individual task is used

(Lemma 4.3. Since Lemmas 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 give the optimal solution for task

group G in all possible cases according to the result of the per-task optimiza-

tion of τG, the above procedure finds an optimal solution.

Thanks to Theorem 4.1, according to the result of the per-task optimization

of τG, the intermediate deadlines and parallelization options that make the

peak density of task group G optimal, i.e., dik and Oik, are as follow:

if
Ki
∑

k=1

d PTO
ik (τG) ≤ Di,

dik = dG
ik = d PTO

ik (τG)

Oik = OG
ik = O PTO

ik (τG)

if
Ki
∑

k=1

d PTO
ik (τG) < Di,

dik = dG
ik = d PTO

ik (τi)

Oik = OG
ik = O PTO

ik (τi).

After deciding dG
iks and OG

iks for all τis in G, we can get the release offset

Φi for each τi. Since τi starts after the prior tasks in G finishes, Φi is sum of
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the response times of the prior tasks.

Φi =
∑

j∈{j|τj∈G,j<i}

Kj
∑

k=1

djk

The peak density of the task group is the highest peak density of the task.

If τi adopts the result of per-task optimization of τG, i.e., in case of Lemma 4.2,

the peak density of τi is δ PTO(τG). In this case, δ PTO(τG) is always greater

than δ PTO(τi) because siks are placed within shorter time bound. Otherwise,

i.e., in case of Lemma 4.3, the peak density of τi is δ PTO(τi) which is always

greater than δ PTO(τG). Therefore the peak density of the task group denoted

by δG is :

δG = max
(

max
τi∈G

δ PTO(τi), δ PTO(τG)
)

.

4.3.2 Heuristic Algorithm for System-wide Time vs. Density

Tradeoff

As in Chapter 3, this section proposes a heuristic algorithm for a system-wide

tradeoff of time and density using the peak density minimization of the task

group in Section 4.3.1. Basically, this section extends the heuristic algorithm in

Section 3.4.3 to the parallelizable periodic multi-segment task model described

in Section 4.2.

Heuristic Algorithm: For each task τi in the given task set Γ = {τ1, τ2, · · · , τN },
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find the artificial period pi(≤ Pi), the offset Φi, the intermediate deadlines dik, and

the parallelization option Oik such that the peak system density can be maintained

as low as possible while satisfying the time bound conditions of all the tasks.

Input: Given set of tasks, i.e., Γ = {τ1, τ2, · · · , τN }.

Output: Partitioned harmonic period task groups, i.e., Γ[1], Γ[2], · · · .

begin procedure

1. initialized Γ = {τ1, τ2, · · · , τN }

2. initialized harmonic period task group index x = 0

3. while (Γ 6= ∅)

4. PeriodHarmonization(Γ), n = |Γ|

// τi ∈ Γ is sorted in ascending order of artificial period pi

5. x = x + 1, Γ[x] = ∅, δpeak[x] = 0

6. for i = 1 to n

7. δpeak
new = TaskGroupOptimization (Γ[x] ∪ τi)

8. if (δpeak
new ≤ δpeak[x] + PerTaskOptimization(τi))

9. Γ = Γ − {τi}, Γ[x] = Γ[x] ∪ {τi}

10. δpeak[x] = δpeak
new

11. end if

12. end for

13. finalize Γ[x]

14. recover the original periods of tasks left in Γ

15. end while
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end procedure
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

5.1 Summary

Motivated by the observation of the time vs. density tradeoff of real-time tasks

with parallelization freedom, this dissertation proposes a system-wide trade-

off of time and density for maximizing the schedulability of multicore fluid

scheduling. For this, two optimal approaches are proposed, i.e., an optimal

per-task tradeoff of time and density and an optimal horizontal placement of

a task group with the same period. Using those optimal methods as building

blocks, a heuristic algorithm is proposed for a system-wide tradeoff of time and

density by controlling artificial periods, artificial deadlines, offsets, and par-

allelization options for all the tasks all together. The simulation study shows

that the proposed approach well balances the time and the density and, as a

result, significantly improves the schedulability, and the actual implementation

justifies its practical feasibility.

The extension from time vs. density tradeoff for single segment tasks to

multi-segment tasks also proposed. Based on the per-task optimization and

group optimization of single segment, it is shown that multi-segment tasks

also can be optimized through time vs. density tradeoff without inventing

additional method.
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5.2 Future Work

Although this dissertation proposes system-wide tradeoff between time and

density, it has several limitations. The followings are the future work that

possibly covers these limitations.

• Limitation from using fluid schedule: Even tough fluid schedule is

an optimal scheduler on multicore system, in practical use, it has larger

context switch overhead comparing to other multicore scheduler such as

G-EDF. Basically, the time vs. density tradeoff is based on the tradeoff

between deadline and total computation amount, which also existing

problem in other multicore scheduler. Therefore this tradeoff problem of

other multicore scheduler should be dealt in the future.

• Optimality of proposed algorithm: Although per-task time vs. den-

sity tradeoff and group time vs. density tradeoff are optimal, the heuristic

algorithm which uses theses as build blocks is not optimal. This is an

irrefutable limitation of the proposed method. However, considering the

solution space of the problem, it is clear that designing an algorithm

that finds optimal solution is not easy or impossible. Thus, as a future

work, identifying the property of the problem and solution space, and

improving the algorithm are planned.

• Memory access interference The one of the important practical is-

sues in real-time multicore system is shared memory access interference

of each core. In this dissertation, bank partitioning and cache disabling
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are used for actual implementation. In order to overcome this limitation,

the research about optimally allocating DRAM bank to each segment is

planned.

With above future planned researched, we expect that more practical and

efficient solution can be found for the time vs. density tradeoff problem.
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Appendix A

Period Harmonization

The task group minimization in Chapters 3 and 4 considers the tasks with

same period. If tasks have different periods, there is lower chance to decrease

peak density by controlling the release offset. Because the system peak density

is calculated according to every release pattern of job instances from system

start time to the hyper period of tasks. Therefore, if the periods of tasks are

reduced to be same or integer multiple of others, although the periods become

shorter than original ones, overall system peak density can be reduced. This

section explains the method called period harmonization which makes periods

of multiple tasks harmonic.

The definition of harmonic period is as follow. For a given set of n tasks

τis (1 ≤ i ≤ n) with increasing order of period Pi, i.e., Pi ≤ Pi+1, the task set

has harmonic periods if Pi+1 is integer multiple of Pi, i.e.,

∀
1≤i≤n−1

Pi · zi = Pi+1, where zi is positive integer.

Note that by the definition of harmonic period, Pi+2, Pi+3, · · · are also integer

multiple of Pi.

The work in [44], the authors proposed the period harmonization method

when the period of task is given as the possible period range. Within this
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period range, the method in [44] finds harmonic periods for all tasks.

The proposed method in Chapters 3 and 4 applies this period harmoniza-

tion method into the system-wide time vs. density problem to find the artificial

period pi. Although there is no given period range in the problem, possible

artificial period has upper bound and lower bound. Since the artificial period

pi should not be longer than the original period Pi, the upper bound of pi is

Pi. Also, the artificial period pi can not be shorter than the longest WCET of

the task τi. In the case of parallelizable periodic single segment task model in

Chapter 3, the longest WCET is same as the execution time of thread when

the task is not parallelized, i.e.,

emax
i (1). (A.1)

In the case of parallelizable periodic multi-segment task model in Chapter 4,

the longest WCET of the task is the sum of the longest WCETs of segments,

i.e., the sum of WCET of a thread when the parallelization option Oik is one,

i.e.,

Ki
∑

k=1

emax
ik (1). (A.2)

Since Eq. (A.1) is a special case of Eq. (A.2) when Ki is one, the generalized
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the range of pi is as follow:

Ki
∑

k=1

emax
ik (1) ≤ pi ≤ Pi.
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요약(국문초록)

최근 멀티코어 시스템에서의 실시간 태스크들은 OpenCL이나 OpenMP와 같은

병렬 프로그래밍 프레임워크를통해 자유로운 형태로 병렬화 할 수 있게 되었다.

이러한 자유로운 병렬화는 태스크를 더 많은 수의 쓰레드로 병렬화 할 수록 각

쓰레드의 수행시간은 줄어드는 반면 전체 쓰레드 수행시간의 총량은 증가하는

트레이드오프 문제를 발생시키며, 특히 플루이드 스케줄링 기법을 사용하는 시

스템에서는시간과밀도간의트레이드오프가발생하게된다.이에 본 논문에서는

전체 시스템차원에서 트레이드오프를 활용하여 멀티코어 시스템의 스케줄 가능

성을최대화하도록실시간태스크의매개변수를결정하는기법에대해제안한다.

또한 시뮬레이션과 실제 구현 실험을 통해 제안하는 기법이 시간과 밀도 사이에

서 균형을 유지하며 최대 80%의 스케줄 가능성을 향상시키는 것을 보인다.

주요어 : 실시간 시스템, 멀티코어 스케줄링, 플루이드 스케줄링, 시간과 밀도간

의 트레이드오프

학 번 : 2009-20755
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